CASE REPORT

Pancreatic Mass: Remember Tuberculosis
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A b s t r ac t
Pancreatic tuberculosis is a rare disease. Patients with pancreatic tuberculosis often present with nonspecific symptoms, such as low-grade
fever, weight loss, and abdominal pain, and with or without a history of tuberculosis or pancreatic disease. It can be misdiagnosed on account
of low index of suspicion due to its rarity, and its presenting symptoms are shared by other common pancreatic conditions such as pancreatic
malignancy. This could result in unnecessary surgery. As this is a treatable disease which does not require surgery, it is imperative to diagnose
this condition preoperatively. We report this patient of pancreatic mass presenting as locally advanced pancreatic malignancy, subsequently
diagnosed to be pancreatic tuberculosis and successfully managed with antitubercular medications.
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I n t r o d u c t i o n
Abdominal tuberculosis is a common site for extrapulmonary
tuberculosis (EPTB). It is seen in 5–12% of patients with tuberculosis
(with a high prevalence in endemic countries) and almost 11–16% of
these patients with EPTB are found to have abdominal involvement.1
Despite this increasing trend, pancreatic involvement in
tuberculosis remains uncommon. It was first reported by Auerbach.2
We present a case of pancreatic tuberculosis masquerading as
pancreatic malignancy both on clinical presentation and on
imaging studies. The diagnosis of tuberculosis was based on the
fine-needle aspiration cytology (FNAC) which showed granuloma
with caseation necrosis with the presence of acid-fast bacilli.

C a s e  D e s c r i p t i o n
A 40-year-old thin built, malnourished male presented to surgery
OPD with complaints of swelling in the upper abdomen, fever, on
and off vomiting for 15 days. There was loss of appetite, irregular
bowel habit, and loss of weight. On abdominal examination a single,
nontender, firm, fixed intra-abdominal mass of size 4 × 4 cm was
palpable in epigastric region. There were no other organomegaly
and there was no evidence of free fluid. Laboratory examination
showed a hemoglobin level of 8.5 g% and the rest of the parameters
and tumor markers (CEA, CA19.9) were within normal limits.
Ultrasonography (USG) of the abdomen showed a hypoechoic mass
in the para-aortic region. Contrast-enhanced computed tomography
(CECT) abdomen was done, which revealed an ill-defined lesion
predominantly hypodense along the inferior margin of the pancreatic
body with loss of fat planes and involving a greater curvature of stomach
and multiple heterogeneous lymph nodes in the peripancreatic, preand para-aortic region, likely mitotic in etiology (Fig. 1).
Clinical and radiological findings were suggestive of a locally
advanced pancreatic malignancy and as it seemed unresectable,
he was planned for chemotherapy and investigated accordingly.
Positron emission tomography-computed tomography (PET/CT)
whole body and tissue biopsy were done for further management
plan. Fluorodeoxyglucose (FDG) PET/CT showed a large lobulated
FDG avid heterogeneously enhancing mass lesion in the body of
pancreas and peripancreatic, mesenteric lymphnode were present,
likely mitotic. Subsequent USG-guided FNAC of the pancreatic mass
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showed a caseous granulomatous necrosis with normal pancreatic
tissue compatible for tuberculosis (Fig. 2). The diagnosis of
pancreatic tuberculosis was thus reached based on these findings.
Standard antitubercular therapy (ATT) was started as per the
RNTCP guideline, with an intensive phase for 2 months, and followed
by the continuation phase of 4 months which was extended for
a further 2 months. The lump regressed in size gradually and
disappeared clinically completely after 5 months of therapy and
radiologically after 6 months. The patient remains symptom free
and healthy at the 6-month follow-up since completion of the ATT.

D i s c u s s i o n
Extrapulmonary tuberculosis is a diagnostic problem, especially
when an unusual organ such as the pancreas is involved3 as it is
biologically protected from infection by Mycobacterium tuberculosis,
probably because of the presence of pancreatic enzymes. The
possible way of infection is through hematogenous or spread from
contagious pancreatic lymphnodes.4
The clinical presentation of pancreatic tuberculosis is often
insidious, with nonspecific constitutional symptoms occurring
frequently. 5 According to the study by Saluja et al., the three
most common complaints with which patients having pancreatic
tuberculosis can present are abdominal pain, jaundice, and weight
loss. 6 Xia et al. in their study reported that the predominant
symptoms were abdominal pain (75–100%), anorexia, weight loss
(69%), malaise, weakness (64%), fever, and night sweats (50%).7
As seen in our case the patient presented with fever, weight loss,
abdominal pain, and weakness which were nonspecific.
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Fig. 1: Computed tomography image showing a large pancreatic mass with lymph nodes

In this case, the diagnosis was made by USG-guided FNAC.
There are no specific guidelines for management because of the
rarity of the disease. The patient in this case report responded well
to the antitubercular chemotherapy.

C o n c lu s i o n
Isolated pancreatic TB is extremely rare and may present as discrete
pancreatic masses. Both clinical and radiographic presentation
can mimic malignancy; clinicians should have a high suspicion
of infectious processes such as TB as a potential etiology of such
masses. Also, TB should be considered as a cause of any suspicious
pancreatic lesion, especially in patients from areas where the
infection is endemic. The majority of patients respond well to
antitubercular chemotherapy and prognosis is good.

Fig. 2: FNAC showing pancreatic tissue with caseating necrotic tissue

Ultrasonography or computed tomography (CT) are often
used as first-line diagnostic modalities when there is a suspicion of
pancreatic pathology based on the presenting signs of patients. 5
They can reveal both hypodense and hyperechoic lesions, usually
found in the head of the pancreas. These solid or cystic lesions
are, however, nonspecific, as pancreatic adenocarcinomas,
cystadenocarcinomas, and pancreatic psuedocysts can show
similar appearance frequently.6 Tuberculous lymph nodes are
enlarged and can be conglomerated. On ultrasound examination,
the enlarged lymph nodes contain a central hypoechoic area,
whereas on enhanced CT they show central liquefied substance
having low attenuation and peripheral inflammatory lymphatic
tissue with higher attenuation.8 Therefore, to establish the diagnosis
of pancreatic TB, histological, cytological, and bacteriological
confirmations are necessary. Ultrasound-guided (USG) or CT-guided
FNAC has been used to confirm the diagnosis and to prevent
unnecessary laparotomies.7
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